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Tree Crowning
Topping is used only when removing an unwanted tree.
It should never be used as a primary pruning practice
for reducing the height or spread of a tree. “Heading”
is the method used to reduce the trunk or branches of
a tree to stubs, or for the removal of smaller lateral
branches which cannot assume the terminal role of
the branch being cut. Even though topping can provide
short-term control of tree size, topping causes serious
future problems. When a tree or shrub is topped,
several things happen:
1. The branch at the point of the heading cut produces
a flush of new growth, usually numerous, vigorous
and disorganized sprouts. This “witch’s broom” of new
growth destroys the tree’s natural growth. Sprouts are
often long and upright with little variation in shape
and structure.
2. In producing such profuse growth to replace the
lost foliage, the plant is soon as tall as it was before
topping. But now the crown is denser, requiring extra
time and effort to prune.
3. The sprouts also create a foliage shell, shading the
plant’s interior, often causing inside branches to die.
4. Finally, the new sprouts are weakly attached,
crowded and prone to breakage. Although topping is
sometimes done to make trees safer, trees can become
more hazardous after topping.
Never plant medium or large trees near or under
utility lines, awnings, or anywhere else that will
require extensive pruning to keep them from damaging
property. Pick the right tree for the right site and you
will not have extensive pruning damage or topping
problems. Conifers should never be topped.

The better alternative is
Crown Reduction pruning.
Crown reduction pruning, sometimes called dropcrotch pruning, is most often used when a tree has
grown too large for its permitted space. This method
is preferred to topping because it results in a more
natural appearance, increases the time before pruning
is needed again, and minimizes stress. This special
procedure removes the end of a branch by cutting
back to a “crotch” created by a lateral branch. The
side branch needs to be at least 1/3 the diameter of

the branch being cut so that water and nutrients will
be redirected into the lateral branch and it can then
assume the primary growth responsibility of the
removed branch. Employing this method insures the
tree will produce fewer sprouts at the point of the cut
and the tree’s natural growth will be preserved.

Pruning Season
In the real world, the time of year to prune is when
the saw is sharp and you are thinking about it. Trees
are resilient to abuse and damage even if you prune
in the wrong season. Late dormant-season pruning is
usually recommended, although some trees will ooze
liquid if cut too close to the time of spring growth.
One period to avoid is when buds are expanding in the
spring. Do not prune once buds first start to expand
until after the leaves are at their mature size. Pruning
during this period can disrupt tree growth and stress
trees badly.
Pines should not be pruned during the warm months.
Dormant-season pruning during cold periods is best to
prevent pruning-associated insect problems.

Wound Paints
Do not use wound paints. Wound paints are primarily
cosmetic and many disturb and disrupt the ability of
the tree to seal off wound sites. Wound paints do not
prevent decay.
If unavoidable, use a commercial tree wound paint to
color the wound area. Do not use black tar-like paints,
since these can inhibit wound closure and kill surrounding tissue. Do not use latex or oil house paints
because the paint carriers disrupt wound closure.
You should not scribe, cut or try to shape or sterilize
pruning wounds. This damages the branch collar at
the base of the pruned branch and can lead to many
bad structural and biological problems.
Minimize any mechanical damage to the trunk of a
tree and you will have a healthy, long-lived tree.
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How to Grow & Maintain
Healthy Trees
Contrary to the popular misconception, insects
and microorganisms are not typically the cause
of most tree problems. They may be secondary
agents that attack weakened, wounded, improperly treated, and neglected trees, but the real
culprit is less obvious. The real problem with
unsightly trees and shrubs is poor treatment
from humans.
Once that is understood, there are actions you
can take to insure the health and longevity of
your trees and shrubs. Here are some brief
guidelines to keep your trees healthy, safe and
looking great.

START YOU TREES OFF RIGHT:
Plant the right tree in the right place.
Do NOT plant...
* Maples in alkaline soils
* Trees in old alkaline building rubble
* Maples or Willows in dry soils, Pines in
		
wet soils
* Birches in shade, Dogwoods in unprotect
		
ed open sites
* Learn the biological requirements of your
		
trees.
* Do not plant unless you plan to maintain.
Plant Properly:
Do NOT...
* Crowd trees in small holes with compacted
		
soil.
* Over-amend the soil with humus.
* Fertilize at planting time.
* Do prune dead and dying branches and
		
roots.

Keep Grass Away:
Do NOT...
* Water grass heavily near trees that
		
normally grow on dry sites.
* Line grass heavily near trees that grow
		
best in acid soils.
* Wound trees with lawnmowers and other
		
machines.
* Heavy use of herbicides may harm trees.

Brace, But Not Too Tightly:
Do NOT...
* Tie young trees so tightly that they do not move.
* Leave braces on after tree is established.
* Kill bark with cords, wires, bands, etc.
Prevent Wounds:
Do NOT...
* Allow hatchet or knife carvings in your trees.
* Put nails or bolts in your trees, such as to
hold up tree houses.
* Allow heavy construction machines near
		
your trees.
* Park cars near trees.

TREAT YOUR TREES RIGHT!
Before you fertilize or consider treatments for
micro-element problems, have a soil test done. Your
trees may require soil acidification before fertilization, or treatment for micro-element problems. Fertilizers add essential elements for healthy growth,
but fertilizers are NOT tree food!
Trees get their energy from the sun. Leaves and
needles trap and store their energy in the form of
sugar molecules. Sugar is tree food. Keep leaves
and needles healthy through timely treatments
that ensure trees can process their food. Keep
soils free of compaction so roots can get water and
essential elements. Feed your trees but do not over
fertilize.
When in doubt about what to do, contact your
county, state or university for help, or ask the
United State Forest Service, or local arborists for
guidance. Better yet, contact Acorn Tree & Stump
Services for a free on-site inspection of your problem trees and shrubs and our trained specialists
can work out a plan that best suites your situation.
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